FlowGen brings power to millions of people that do not have access to power today or use polluting diesel engines.

FlowGen is your highly efficient MINI Wind Turbine Company 2.0 which should be part of any smart mini grid with solar and storage. The company leverages many years of experience in the automotive industry. It created a revolutionary, light weight system which can be scaled easily. 5 meters rotor in diameter, highly efficient, easy logistic, simple installation, easy maintenance, and local labor content.

Through CFD software, we can find the optimal locations to maximize the power output. Sensors gather valuable information and forecast. FlowGen’s partners bring distributed technology and access to Internet

700mn energy poor people

Potential of 1,000,000 wind turbines in the next 5 to 6 yrs

Real-time data to support economic growth of 100Mio people

TOM CLAUSEN
tom@flowgen.com
www. flowgen.com

Seeking business partners
Seeking B2B customers
Wants project financing